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The locks that rock Manhattan!
High maintenance glossy, glam but easy to wear hair is 'On trend' for Manhattan this summer!
Whether its shiny waves or smooth, straight hair women want natural looking hair with sexy soft
highlights woven through the hair which soften their look to add that effortless glamour.
The Olsen Twins Ashley and Mary-Kate; trend setters in the city show how to wear the natural look.
Mary-Kate ’s gypsy style waves are perfect for long hair and can be achieved by applying Salon Shine
Results Maximum Volume Mousse £4.49 to damp hair and plaiting random sections leaving root drag. Once
dry, take out the plaits – your hair will be left with beautiful easy waves. Add Manhattan glamour with
a spritz of Salon Shine Results Really Shiny Gloss Spray £4.49.
Colour should look natural and match your skin tone. Over coloured, strong and vibrant is out! Natural,
soft and shiny with highlights that enhance and give depth to the colour is in for the stylish Manhattan
woman whose hair is everything.
Cut should also reflect the same theme; Gwyneth Paltrow shows how to leave long, blunt flat hair behind
as she embraces a shorter look which enhances her face shape with tousled locks. The straight bob with
angular fringe is out, Cynthia Nixon ‘Miranda’ shows us how a layered bob with added volume can look
a lot sharper than an angular and blunt cut.
Accessorise like Uma Thurman with a subtle but trendy hair band, or do as Kim Cattrall and Kirstin Davis
and wear a stylish and professional ponytail but match it with a hair band that goes with your outfit, or
wrap your hair around the band adding a touch of uber chic!
Key Products for the season and a must have for every fashionista:
Shampoo:
Salon Shine Results Full Volume Shampoo and Conditioner £4.49
Treatment:
Salon Shine Results Frizz Smoothing Intensive Conditioner £4.49
Stylers:
Salon Shine Results Repair and Protect Serum £3.99
Salon Shine Results Really Shiny Gloss Polish £4.49
Salon shine Results Maximum Volume Mousse £4.49
All available in Takeaways the perfect handbag size for just £1.65
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For further information please contact michaelan@charlesworthington.co.uk or
sarah.harris@charlesworthington.co.uk
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